
The Coronavirus is a virus that is spreading all around the world.  It started in China and

spread there first and this has happened because someone in China ate a bat which had a

disease. 

It has been horrible I’ve been at home for over 4 weeks. I am in year 6 and school has been

cancelled so no one can go to school unless their parents are keyworkers. 

Since school has been cancelled SATs are not happening not even if we go back to school so

the teachers must give us a score they think we would’ve got. It is a nightmare.  If you think

you're bored and haven’t been in quarantine, then you don’t know what bored is. 

 

Some shops are even closing and not reopening such as Debenhams.  This is not something

to joke about because lots of people have died from it and got it. If we leave our houses it is

only adults that leave not kids. 

Since school is cancelled lots of people are doing online school or they are doing work that

teachers have given them. Since some people’s parents can’t go to work, they don’t get any

money, so they must work from home, or they can’t work at all. This is a big issue and the

only thing people can do is stay at home to prevent it from spreading and by staying at home

you are keeping safe and you are saving lives by not giving germs. 

 

The best thing is about the environment, there is less pollution which is an extreme help to

the planet.  And you are doing schoolwork at home which for most people is better even

though we prefer to be at school we can eat whilst doing our work and get up whenever. It is

still boring, but you can still FaceTime your friends and you can do lot of activities. You also

have a lot of time to get stuff done.  

 

The Coronavirus has also ruined lots of people’s spring holiday plans. The only way to get out

of our houses as soon as possible is to stay at home.  The only way to stay happy is to look at

the positive side of things. 

 

The main thing that lots of people are complaining about is that when quarantine

wasn’t happening the weather in the UK was horrible but now it is very nice. So, when we

could go out of our houses, we couldn’t go anywhere nice but if we did now, we could but we

are not allowed to leave. 

Another positive thing is that we can get food deliveries from some places but only do it once

or twice. 😊  
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